Please forward to correct person

Dear NOAA Director and Management:

It to me is unbelievable how you would throw the National Weather Service under the bus but than further the conversation about the President's dumb prediction about Alabama!

The FACT is the President does NOT nor anyone should make predictions outside of the predicted cone. The FACT is the President, AT THE TIME HE SPOKE, was using inaccurate, old data which was the real pathetic issue! The FACT is while focused on wrong info and trying to prove why he could have been right, Dorian was skirtting the coast with possible major damage around other states far away. Did any of the above need your comments or thoughts???? NO!

SO WHY would you get involved in a debate days later when it should have been a dead issue, also at time Dorian was making landfall??! WHY would you folks again do a great job with the forecast for another hurricane and then get involved in politics and take away ALL credibility of your agency? What an absolute dumb move and I can assure you the Country is saying WHAT THE HELL IS NOAA doing across the nation after backing the garbage, inaccurate Alabama talk by a dumbass President.

NOAA, the nation owes a big thanks for your Dorian prediction with YOUR TRUE CONES OF UNCERTAINTY (thank you) but you owe the NWS and Country an apology, clarification that your comment made no sense and was not your place to comment on.

Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S7.